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Foreword
When peace is established everyone is a winner.
However, to maintain peace, it is essential to
provide a forum for all stories to be heard.

C

reative Connections is an arts-based
project that used creative processes
to explore the legacy of the Troubles in
Northern Ireland in relation to generating
debate and discussion to identify issues still
facing diverse groups and to explore solutions for the development of a genuinely
integrated society.
The project used creative processes of
theatre, film and new digital technologies to
achieve targeted good relations outcomes
in areas of identified need and to build
the good relations capacity of six partner
organisations within a supportive, mentoring framework. Smashing Times, as lead
partner, worked with CAIN (Conflict Archive
on the Internet) and the University of Ulster
INCORE International Conflict Research
Institute to document the work generated
as part of this project. A programme of
activities was conducted with six community organisations – four in Northern Ireland
and two in the Republic of Ireland - to
promote reconciliation and positive community relations. The six organisations were
Down GAA, Ballybeen Women’s Centre,
East Belfast, Old Warren Association, the
UDR Association, Portadown, The New
Garage Theatre, County Monaghan and
Mad Youth Theatre, Dundalk, County Louth.
Creative Connections combined performative art and discussion based workshops to
create a platform for participants to share
their thoughts and opinions on issues relating to conflict and conflict resolution. The
project culminated in a one-day Creative
Arts, Human Rights and Peace Symposium in
Northern Ireland to celebrate the role of the
arts in promoting equality, human rights and
positive community relations. The crossborder and cross-community symposium
took place on Thursday 17 October 2019, at
the Island Arts Centre, Lisburn, Antrim.
4
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Smashing Times are very grateful for the
support of the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade Reconciliation Fund and
Department of Culture, Heritage and the
Gaeltacht 2019 Co-operation with Northern
Ireland Scheme for their on-going support
and for their vision and integrity in relation
to supporting the role of the arts within
peace building and reconciliation.
The role of the arts as a means of facilitating cross-cultural understanding and
building more tolerant societies has long
been demonstrated. Similarly, the effectiveness of the arts in peace building
and conflict resolution has been gaining recognition alongside more traditional
approaches. This project brought together
artists and human rights professionals and
we are aware of the benefits of building
a partnership approach to the work and
of the need to create on-going dialogue
around the promotion of best practice
with a focus on planning, delivery, reflection and evaluation. A key component of
the work is to engage in on-going dialogue
and consultation with the participants that
we work with and we are extremely grateful for their participation in the work.
Smashing Times are delighted to have
been a part of this process and we look
forward to continuing this innovative work
into the future, using creative processes
to promote inclusion, reconciliation and
peace building for all people across the
island of Ireland.
Mary Moynihan
Artistic Director, Writer, Theatre and FilmMaker, Smashing Times International Centre
for the Arts and Equality, Incorporating
Smashing Times Theatre and Film Company
and Smashing Times Youth Arts Ensemble
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Introduction
This report is based on work carried out by Smashing
Times from January to December 2019 as part of a
project entitled Creative Connections.

C

reative Connections is a cultural, arts-based project using creative processes of theatre, film and
new digital technologies to promote reconciliation
and positive community relations between people
and traditions in Northern Ireland and on the island
of Ireland today.
The project is implemented by Smashing Times
in partnership with CAIN (Conflict Archive on the
Internet), the University of Ulster INCORE International
Conflict Research Institute and in association with six
participant groups, four from Northern Ireland and
two from the Republic of Ireland.
The four groups from Northern Ireland were as
follows:
• Down GAA, Castlewellan, County Down
• Ballybeen Women’s Centre, Belfast
• Old Warren Association, Lisburn
• UDR Association, Portadown branch, Portadown.
The two groups from the Republic of Ireland were:
• The New Garage Theatre, County Monaghan
• Mad Youth Theatre, Dundalk, County Louth.
Twelve workshops were held with six groups - two workshops per group - and interviews were conducted with
participants from key groups including ex-service personnel, former paramilitaries, women’s group members
and ethnic minorities. The workshops included six performances based on scenes from The Woman is Present:
Women’s Stories of WWII by Mary Moynihan, Fiona
Thompson, Paul Kennedy and Féilim James followed by
exercises and discussion. As part of the workshops the
groups worked on creating manifestoes for a peaceful
and shared future, which were presented by representatives from each of the four participating groups from
Northern Ireland at the final Creative Arts Symposium.
The project culminated in a Creative Arts symposium
which brought together artists and communities from
the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland using
creative processes to explore women’s stories from
WWII and to use this exploration as a catalyst to
generate dialogue on ways forward for peace today
in Northern Ireland and on the island of Ireland. The

symposium took place on 17 October 2019, in the
Island Arts Centre, Lisburn and featured a performance of At Summer’s End by Féilim James and a
film screening of the Northern Ireland peace-building
documentary Stories from the Shadows directed by
Mary Moynihan and Mark Quinn.
The key artist from the Republic of Ireland was Mary
Moynihan, writer, theatre and filmmaker and the key
artist from Northern Ireland was Fiona Bawn Thompson,
theatre maker, choreographer and dancer. The community relations facilitator was Dr Stephen Herron, producers were Freda Manweiler and Niamh Clowry, and the
digital artist and designer was EM Creative.
Overall 225 participants from a cross-border and
cross-community basis attended twelve workshops
and a creative symposium. A Creative Connections
book – with project documentation, interviews, project findings and group manifestoes - was developed and distributed, an outreach campaign and
Communications and Dissemination campaign were
conducted and the final project reach was 115,270.
This arts-based project used creative processes of
theatre workshops, performances, film screenings
and post-show panel discussions to firstly commemorate a range of different women’s stories from WWII
and then to use those stories as a way to explore a
legacy of conflict in Northern Ireland today, generating debate and discussion to identify issues still facing diverse groups and solutions for the development
of a genuinely integrated society.
CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
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Why Use Performance
Arts in Addressing the
Legacy of Conflict?
‘Theatre and the performing arts are a unique way of
expressing views, it transports you to a different place.
It grabs people’s attention as you are transported
into their world, theatre can show a part of something
without insulting people with you views’.
‘Theatre makes people think, the audience watch,
listen and absorb. Theatrical performance can be very
persuasive but can also encourage you to think critically
and make you want to research and learn more about
the content of the performance you have witnessed’.

T

he above are the words of two young people
involved in a theatre group who took part in this
project. They paint a picture of the power of performance art, not just to entertain but also to question
previous held assumptions, to critically analyse long
held views, to broaden horizons and look beyond the
first person. The power of performance art in opening eyes, ears and minds has thus a vital role to play
when attempting to address the legacy of conflict,
not least due to the complexity of conflict and violence itself.
Numerous studies have been carried out on conflict
but when trying to understand how to deal with its
effects, it is important to remember the fluidity of
violence, its contextual nature and how the preparation, enactment and responses to violence are often
based on circumstances at that time.
It is thus necessary to recognise the multi-layered
dimension of violence and to undertake approaches

8
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which understand its complexity and fluidity, as well
as the contradictions of lives embedded in violence
and experiences which oscillate between enjoyment
and suffering, fear and hope, discipline and order.
For Schröder and Schmidt (2001) understanding
violence requires appreciating its complexity and
contested aspect and that no act of violence can be
fully understood without viewing it as one part of a
long process of events within which it is the social
and cultural dimensions of violence are what gives
violence its power and meaning’ (Scheper-Hughes
and Bourgois 2004: 1).
Of particular importance is its ability not just to
inflict physical hurt but to inflict pain and suffering
on the personhood, dignity, emotion and value of the
victim. This is particularly so in areas impacted by
localised conflict whereby the actual and symbolic
markers of suffering can remain a fixture long after
physical conflict has ended.

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
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The Implications of
Conflict and Trauma
In a similar vein the traumatic implications of localised
violent conflict can have a debilitating effect on
both individuals and communities at large. Trauma
resulting from conflict experiences is a complicated
manifestation of many issues, which combine
biological, natural, social, cultural and psychological
factors.

W

hile a traumatic event is something that happens in the external environment, that event
is perceived by the individual in ways that may be
shaped by culture, life history, genetics, physiology,
and cognitive processes. Context and meanings are
important. As Young (1995) states we should try
to explain how trauma and traumatic memory is
made real in the lives of sufferers, and the mechanisms, which facilitates its penetration of these life
worlds. Experiencing conflict is both a physical and
psychological challenge, whereby individuals come
in contact with death, injury and so forth and can
place great strain on the body, which consequently,
can contribute towards the development of trauma.
Trauma from conflict can shatter ‘the meaningfulness of the self and the world’ forcing its sufferers to
be in a constant state of alert, while also becoming
distrustful of others, their own memories and visual
perceptions.

ed individual. The avoidance mechanisms adopted
by affected individuals, from self-medication, alcohol
and refusal of counselling, perpetuates the trauma
process. The importance of avoidance mechanisms is
magnified in Northern Ireland where reminders of the
conflict, from the locations of attacks, to interaction
with locals, penetrate the daily life of participants,
victims and onlookers. The traumatic experiences
of engaging in such conflict can, as a result, come to
consume the lives of those who have experienced it.

The consequences of exposure to such emotionally challenging circumstances can be significantly
psychologically debilitating and, as a result, be
incomprehensible to the outsider, as Wiesel (1990)
highlights, ‘the truth of Auschwitz remains hidden in
its ashes, only those who lived it in their flesh and in
their minds can possibly transform their experience
into knowledge’ (Wiesel 1990: 166).

The Creative Connections project developed and
undertaken by Smashing Times had at its core the
objective of providing the forum for community
based dialogue to take place so that steps towards
understanding and reconciliation could take place
between groups who may not have been in contact
otherwise. The performing arts can play a huge role
by allowing us to also look back to the past in an
informed way. It can have multiple positive impacts
not only helping those who have suffered conflict to
move forward but also in helping next generations
see the dangers and futility of conflict.

Yet as Caruth (1995) argues traumatic events are by
definition incomprehensible because partial forgetting is a defining characteristic of trauma. Often this
can be due to avoidance actions taken by the affect-

10
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It is in such localised and complex contexts that dealing with the after effects of conflict can be difficult
with traditional approaches often unable to break
through the barriers of mistrust and hurt. It is in
such contexts that alternative methods of storytelling such as in performance art based projects can
provide the basis trust building and reconciliation
between and within communities.

Creative Connections
Project Successes
Innovative arts-based programme implemented by three partner organisations on a North-South and
cross-community basis using creative processes to promote reconciliation and positive community relations between people and traditions in Northern Ireland and on the island of Ireland today
225 participants from six groups involved in activities to promote reconciliation and positive community
relations on a cross-border and cross-community basis – four from NI, two from ROI – including one women’s group, one GAA group, two UDR support groups, and two youth groups
Activities include twelve workshops, one Creative Arts, Human Rights and Peace Symposium, seven
performances of The Woman is Present: Women’s Stories of WWII by Mary Moynihan, Fiona Thompson,
Paul Kennedy and Féilim James, one performance of At Summer’s End by Féilim James, one film screening of the peace building documentary Stories from the Shadows directed by Mary Moynihan and Mark
Quinn, one Outreach campaign, eight meetings, one Project Information Leaflet, one Communications and
Dissemination campaign, and one Final Report and Evaluation. Final project reach 115,270.
Three artists, one community relations facilitator, two producers and range of guest speakers
Creative Connections digital book produced as hugely important contribution to the promotion of peace
and reconciliation in Northern Ireland and on the island of Ireland, containing an overview of the Creative
Connections project with key findings and highlighting the views of groups in Northern Ireland from a
variety of social, cultural and political backgrounds including representatives from women’s groups, from
the loyalist community and the UDR. The book provides a rich tapestry of opinions and learning and is
written by Dr Stephen Herron, an anthropologist specialising in the study of conflict, security and the military, designed by EM Creative with a foreword and edited by Mary Moynihan, Director, Smashing Times
International Centre for the Arts and Equality

Participant Feedback
Quote from participant at Old Warren Association
What we are doing here is key, we’re engaging with the community, involved in cross community work, relationships
are being built. We all want to see shared spaces but that will happen gradually and take time.
Quote from Ballybeen Women’s Centre
We were delighted to take part in the Creative Connections project and enable women from Ballybeen the opportunity to become involved... We find that the more you talk the more you find what you have in common than what
separates you.
Quote from Down GAA
An understanding and acceptance that there is a real need for tolerance and promotion of all cultures in a pluralist
society.
Quote from Loyalist community representative
What we’re doing here in terms of good relations and cross community work, relationships are being built and you
are seeing a positive shift in the area.
CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
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Creative
Workshops Report
As part of the Creative Connections project, workshops
were held with four groups who formed the core of the
project and participated right throughout the project up
to and including the symposium held in Lisburn.

T

wo workshops were held with each of these
groups. A further four workshops were held
with two other groups from across the border in
the Republic of Ireland and involved primarily young
people under the age of thirty. These groups were
MAD Youth Theatre group in Dundalk and New
Garage Theatre Group in Monaghan.

Ballybeen Women’s Centre

Old Warren Association

Down GAA

Two workshops were held involving participants
from the Old Warren Association including ex-UDR
and ex-British legion members. The first workshop
took place on Friday 7 June and the second on
Friday 6 September. Both workshops took place in
Lisburn Museum and all participants were male.

Two workshops were held involving participants
from Ballybeen women’s centre. The first workshop
took place on Friday 28 June and the second workshop took place on Wednesday 25 September, both
were held in Ballybeen Women’s Centre and all participants were female.

Both workshops involving Down GAA took place
in the Burrendale Hotel, Newcastle with the first
workshop taking place on Tuesday 10 September
and the second workshop taking pace on Tuesday
17 September. The attendance was youth and adults
involved in the GAA and participants were mixed,
male and female.

UDR Association

Both workshops with the Portadown branch of
the Regimental Association of the Ulster Defence
Regiment or UDR Association as it’s more commonly
known took place in Portadown Royal British Legion.
The first workshop took place on Wednesday evening 25 September and the second workshop took
place on Wednesday 16 October. Participants were
mixed, male and female.

Mad Youth Theatre

The two workshops for MAD Youth Theatre took
place in their premises in Dundalk with the first session taking place on Monday 8 July and the second
workshop took place on Thursday 24 September.
Participants were youth, and were mixed, male and
female.

New Garage Theatre

New Garage Theatre hosted two workshops in their
theatre in Monaghan with the first workshop tak-
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ing place on Monday 30 September and the second workshop taking place on Monday 7 October.
Participants were youth, and were mixed, male and
female.

Creative Performance

Each workshop featured the presentation of scenes
from The Woman is Present: Women’s Stories of
WWII by Mary Moynihan, Fiona Bawn Thompson,
Paul Kennedy and Feilim James followed by workshop exercises and discussion. The aim was to show
women’s stories from World War II and the impact of
conflict and to use the stories to then generate discussion and debate on the legacy of conflict arising
from the Troubles in Northern Ireland and the border
counties.
The play is based on a creative reimagining of
moments from the lives of women during WWII

recalling stories of bravery, sacrifice and love amidst
the horror of war, as women stood up against fascism
and totalitarianism and refused to accept oppression. Women’s stories in the performance include
Marta Hillers (1911-2001) from Germany who wrote
her autobiography Eine Frau in Berlin (A Woman
in Berlin) under the name ‘Anonyma’ (Anonymous),
detailing her experiences of the last days of WWII
as she and over one million other women were
raped and abused by Allied soldiers of the Red
Army; Neus Català Pallejà (1915-2019) from Spain,
a member of the United Socialist Party of Catalonia
during the Spanish Civil War, an active collaborator with the French Resistance during WWII and,
until very recently, the only living Spanish survivor
of Ravensbrück concentration camp for women;
and Maria Eugenia Jasińska (1906-43) from Łódź in
Poland who worked for the resistance and gave up
her own life rather than ‘name names’.
CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
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Overview of
Workshops
With these workshops taking place in both Northern
Ireland and the border area of the Republic of Ireland
and with a variety of social, political and cultural
backgrounds this provided a rich tapestry of opinions.

T

he first workshop with the Old Warren Association
working with ex-UDR and ex-British legion members, set the scene for the complexity of opinions held
by participants. Following the performance by Fiona
Thompson of The Woman is Present: Women’s Stories
of WWII presented by Smashing Times, the discussion
element highlighted participants fear with respect to
the future and their community’s role within a post
conflict Northern Ireland. Particular fear was held
with respect to the lack of development within their
community and the suspicion this community holds
towards those who don’t belong to ‘their’ community. It was notable that particular suspicion was held
against those within the broader unionist community
with palpable hostility to security forces and apparatuses of the state. This was compounded in the second
workshop whereby when asked to perform a series of
practical activities which illustrated their memories of
the conflict illustrations referred to ‘being stabbed in
the back’ as described by one loyalist or suspicion of
the security forces.
It is therefore notable that the workshop involving
former members of the UDR conducted with the UDR
Association also reverberated around the themes of
suspicion, uneasiness and hesitancy. While members
engaged in the conversations and discussions there
was significant suspicion as to the future of Northern
Ireland, veteran’s role within it and how society can
move forward in a manner which respects all sides.
There was anger at the seeming inequality in terms of
legacy inquests and the ‘one sided’ approach to the
history of the Troubles. Participants were also angry at
what they felt was a betrayal by the government that
they fought on behalf of. Themes of anger, betrayal and
suspicion were also a common aspect of the second
workshop which took a more in-depth look at the transitional experiences of veterans, support available to
veterans and their position in society, especially postconflict Northern Ireland. There was frustration in the
14
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group at the lack of an ‘even playing field’ with respect
to the legacy of the conflict, the representation of the
conflict and who were victims and perpetrators and
the lack of opportunity ‘to tell our side of the story’ as
described by one former solider.
It was against this backdrop that participants felt
encouraged by this project as it enabled them to both
tell their experiences while also having the opportunity
to engage with other groups which they would not have
had the opportunity to do otherwise including Down
GAA and Ballybeen Women’s Centre. With a lack of
confidence predominating in the first two groups - this
project provided both an important and timely opportunity for such groups to build confidence both in terms
of telling their own story and engaging with others.
The views of the above groups contrasted with the
workshops involving members of Down GAA. Here we
seen much more confidence expressed by participants
both in terms of their own community’s future and
the future of the North and Ireland as a while. This
confidence was tempered somewhat by confusion and
fear with respect to the implications of Bruit on the
economy of the area but in terms of cultural outlook
participants expressed high degrees of confidence
in the future. Pointing to strides made in terms of
participation and recognition of the Irish language
participants at the Down GAA workshops, which also
included young people, were much more confident in
terms of the future of the North, especially regarding
culture, and their role within this.
Young people’s views were a vital aspect of the workshops involving members of MAD Youth Theatre in
Dundalk and New Garage Theatre Monaghan. A combined total in excess of 50 young people gave their
thoughts and views on a range of issues many of
which extended beyond the areas discussed by other
groups with older participants. Here fears over Brexit

and its implications for young people in border areas
were a key theme with particular frustration at the fact
that decisions across the political spectrum are being
made by individuals with little to no knowledge of life
in the border area. The fear of being led by extremes
was a lead into discussions by MAD theatre group participants of the dangers of social media as a haven for
extremism. Young people here noted how social media
can act as both a positive and negative tool whereby
extremist thoughts and opinions can attract people to
commit physical acts of harm.

Participants highlighted the continuing political divisions that exist in the area, tensions in the summer
months and hooded individuals roaming the streets.
The was both frustration and fear that such situations
still exist in a post conflict Northern Ireland and that
these issues do not get the coverage they should do
and as such are allowed to continue bubbling under
the surface. The problems around lack of interaction
with those from other communities was a key concern
for the group with the group encouraging of initiatives
which brings people, especially young people together.

The dangers of the modern world were also expressed
by members of the New Garage workshop with a particular focus on the dangers of climate change. Once
again the lack of attention paid by those in positions of
authority was a source of great frustration for participants as they felt the implications of their decisions will
ultimately be felt by young people and future generations. As one person said ‘the problem with older people
is the attitude sure we won’t be around to see it (the
results of climate change)’. Brexit also became a theme
of discussions but took on a different manner, most
notably the anger that Brexit has predominated political
discussion and debate at the behest of ‘bread and butter’ issues as described by one participant. Health, education etc were issues of high importance for this group.

Yet despite the views of the group that increased cooperation was required there was a feeling that their
culture is not respected with one participant stating in
relation to loyal order and band parades that there’s
nothing wrong with such parades and they should be
allowed to parade freely. There was consensus that
Northern Ireland has the potential to move forward
with several participants saying they went to or were
planning to go to Belfast pride as they felt it was a
great day out.

Themes beyond the geopolitical issues were also a key
theme of the final group from Ballybeen. A women’s
group from a predominately loyalist area of Belfast
it was noteworthy that the geopolitical questions
and debates, while still under the surface in attitudes
expressed during some responses, were not given the
same level of importance as that seen in male only or

Yet despite the gender differences expressed in the
responses of groups, all groups acknowledged the role
women played in conflict and the lack of attention and
recognition that is given to the suffering endured and
contribution made by women. There was agreement
that women can and should play a vital role in the
future of Northern Ireland, a number of young people
discussed that if we are to truly move on then debates
around gender shouldn’t even be an issue for discussion, if you can make a contribution then gender should
not even be a consideration if we as a society have
truly moved forward.

"When discussing moving forward it was agreed that
the performing arts can play a huge role by allowing
us to also look back to the past in an informed way."
predominantly male groups. Geo-political issues were
placed secondary in importance to broader social
concerns. Here the effects of conflict, Brexit and current political impasse was seen through the lens of the
effects on the family unit and then expanded to the
community where they live.
There was a feeling that a shared future currently is
not possible which was a source of regret for participants. There was a feeling that in order for a shared
future to be realised however that this must begin in
the home. Re-education at a family level is key to instil
in the minds of next generations of the commonalities
between individuals and communities. Broader social
concerns including lack of access to opportunities,
issues with health, social care and so forth were key
sources of concern for participants. There was frustration at the lack of political movement which is stifling
the social and economic progress of Northern Ireland
and its citizens with several participants highlighting
problems surrounding access to health care.

Finally when discussing moving forward it was agreed
that the performing arts can play a huge role by allowing us to also look back to the past in an informed way.
It can have multiple positive impacts not only helping
those who have suffered conflict to move forward but
also in helping next generations see the dangers and
futility of conflict. The challenge for performing arts as
expressed by young people is to ensure that the messages portrayed by the arts endure, leaving their own
legacy on people and ensuring that the impact of those
messages does not stop at the theatre door.
As part of the workshops each of the four participant
groups in the North were asked to develop manifestos
providing information about the group, their hopes,
aspirations and fears for the future in post conflict
Northern Ireland, what role they as a group can play in
post-conflict society and how they envisage the role of
women in society in the future. The manifestos developed by each group are outlined below.

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
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Creative Arts, Human
Rights and Peace
Symposium Overview
As part of the Creative Connections Project Smashing
Times organised a Creative Arts, Human Rights and
Peace Symposium held at the Island Arts Centre,
Lisburn, Northern Ireland to celebrate the role of the
arts in promoting equality, human rights and positive
community relations.

T

he symposium featured a performance of At
Summer’s End by Féilim James, from The Woman
is Present: Women’s Stories of WWII as well as a
film screening taken from the television documentary Stories from the Shadows directed by Mary
Moynihan and Mark Quinn, produced by Smashing
Times and High Wire.
At Summer’s End is a dramatic monologue told from
the perspective of the only female Jewish Irish citizen known to have been murdered in the Holocaust.
Her name was Ettie Steinberg (1914-42). We learn
how at a young age her family left Eastern Europe
for Dublin, before love led her away to the European
mainland. This by turns, tender and harrowing portrait of love, loss and the brutality of war, tells one
ordinary woman’s extraordinary, and often forgotten,
story. At Summer’s End is performed by Carla Ryan,
directed by Dr Eric Weitz, and produced by Mary
Moynihan and Freda Manweiler, Smashing Times
International Centre for the Arts and Equality.
Stories from the Shadows is a television documentary directed by Mary Moynihan and Mark Quinn.

The documentary highlights the work of The Memory
Project which was implemented by Smashing Times
in Northern Ireland and the Southern border counties
over a two-year period using creative processes to
promote peace building and reconciliation. Stories
from the Shadows highlights the impact of the
Troubles on the lives of ordinary people and explores
how theatre can be used as a medium for enabling
people to come together to express, share and listen
to stories of conflict ‘everyday stories from all sides listened to by all sides’.
In addition to the performance and film screening,
the symposium featured workshops and presentations with artists and guest speakers Dr Stephen
Herron, William Caughey and Fiona Bawn-Thompson.
The MC, guest speaker and community relations
facilitator for the symposium was Dr Stephen Herron,
one of just several military anthropologists in the
UK/Ireland. Academic and research interests include
violence, conflict management and resolution, military and defence, civil-military relations, trauma and
memory, identity and social and community affairs.

"Stories from the Shadows highlights the impact
of the Troubles on the lives of ordinary people and
explores how theatre can be used as a medium for
enabling people to come together"
16
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Fiona Bawn-Thompson graduated from Queens
University Belfast in 2005 with a BA (Hons) Degree
in Drama and Performing Arts. Fiona works with
Smashing Times as a professional actor, choreographer, dancer, facilitator and writer using the arts to
promote peace building and reconciliation.

beneficial and such performance art can reflect how
far as a society we have come. There was reference
to the experiences of Columbia and how the progression in Northern Ireland towards peace could
act as a model to Columbia as they seek to move
forward towards a peaceful future.

William (Billy) Caughey, a former psychiatric nurse
and Ex-British army soldier from Northern Ireland
and coming from a family background with a long
tradition of serving with the British army, spoke
about his experiences of the conflict in Northern
Ireland as a British army soldier. William also spoke
about the experiences of his brother who was
involved in the Warrenpoint Bombing in 1979, and
also reflected on his involvement in the arts-based
Memory Project and the documentary Stories from
the Shadows.

As Northern Ireland moves forward there were a
number of comments that more needs to be done to
emphasise the similarities between children of different communities, that they are seen as one and the
same and only separated by different perspectives.
There was a feeling that one of the chief barriers to
moving forward in Northern Ireland is a fear of the
unknown but through increased communication and
confidence, including confidence within their own
cultures and expressing those, that positive change
could happen.

Following the performance, documentary screening,
Q and A session with the speakers and each group
reading out their manifestos, the groups in attendance got together to develop their own collective
vision of how Northern Ireland can move forward
into a peaceful future.

There was a feeling that celebration of who you are
should be encouraged and not suppressed but set
within a context of respect for all. There was a period
of reminiscing about cultural expression before the
onset of the Troubles and how the rise of inter-ethnic
hostility ended that. As a result Northern Ireland
needs to move forward in a way which does not just
tolerate other cultures but accepts them.

Discussion began around how to educate younger
generations with the group stating that visual learning experiences can have a much quicker and positive impact on young people due to their ability to
absorb such information. It was felt that within this
greater inter-generational work and learning from
the experiences of others would help to promote not
only debate and discussion but also reconciliation.
There was a recognition that despite differences the
groups and members shared similar interests and
experiences and that follow up workshops would be
useful to see if the lessons learned from the project
had been absorbed and implemented.
This led onto discussion surrounding the power of
drama to deliver messages to groups. There was a
recognition how arts/festivals/culture nights can be
Carla Ryan as Ettie Steinberg in The Woman
is Present Women's Stories of WWII

Discussion then moved onto examine how open
spaces must remain that, they must not be hijacked
by one side or the other and that a diverse society
rather than creating problems has a rich tapestry to
offer if respected by all. Yet despite the collective
agreement around the need for respect there was
also acknowledgement that for many people on all
sides it is difficult to move on, especially if they have
been affected by the conflict such as the loss of a
loved one. Communal peace requires at its core individual and inner peace and this can be more difficult
to obtain. There was a feeling amongst some that
the lack of justice or acknowledgment for actions
carried out during the Troubles remains hanging
over society and that perceived threats of a return to
violence (such as that linked to Brexit) acts as a vivid
reminder of how communities can be held hostage
to the threat of violence as much as its enactment.
Ultimately peace is being able to live everyday with
freedom and confidence and the group came up
with the following themes to focus on when moving
forward as a society.
•T
 he silent majority must have confidence to speak
out and say ‘this has to end’
• There needs to be a return to democratic government with an ending of vetoes
• Our education system has created a barrier of us
and them, we need to do away with this
• Respect communication, education and community
are at the core of any attempts to move society
forward.
• There should be an acceptance and celebration of
our rich and diverse cultures

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
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Participant
Feedback
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT OLD WARREN ASSOCIATION

What we are doing here is key; we’re engaging with the community,
involved in cross community work, relationships are being built. We
all want to see shared spaces but that will happen gradually and take
time. Despite that I can’t see a situation whereby housing will be
50/50.
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT BALLYBEEN WOMEN’S CENTRE

We do engage in cross community work and while It will take a long
time to come to terms with the issues that have went on here if us
women can talk why can’t the men?
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT UDR ASSOCIATION

Where is the recognition for what we went through? It seems to
be a very one-sided version of history being told and with the
persecution of soldiers the legacy of the conflict is not fair certainly
at the moment anyway.
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT MAD YOUTH THEATRE

I come from the border area and people making the decisions have
no idea of the effect it’s (Brexit) going to have on people, especially
young people and the impact their (politicians) decisions will have
for years to come.
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT BALLYBEEN WOMEN’S CENTRE

We find that the more you talk the more you find what you have in
common than what separates you.
18
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QUOTE FROM BALLYBEEN WOMEN’S CENTRE

We were delighted to take part in Creative Connections project and
enable women from Ballybeen the opportunity to become involved
in this innovative project.
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT DOWN GAA

People should be allowed to express their culture; there is a danger
of people trying to dilute their culture, which is wrong. Culture
should be celebrated it shouldn’t exclude.
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT NEW GARAGE THEATRE

I’m fearful that the Troubles could come back what with checkpoints,
army patrols and the like. It’s scary and there’s no sign of progress.
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT DOWN GAA

It’s when you add in the symbols and the meanings behind them that
so many issues can arise.
QUOTE FROM PARTICIPANT AT NEW GARAGE THEATRE

Climate change is a bigger worry to me now. It’s going to be so hard
to try and progress from the backwardness. Global warming hasn’t
been acted up early enough, if we had started earlier there now
wouldn’t be as much problems to fix.
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Manifestos
Ballybeen Women’s Centre
- Manifesto
Ballybeen Women’s Centre is committed to peace
and reconciliation. As an organisation we have
gained a unique insight into the needs of particular
groups within disadvantaged communities such as
Ballybeen and we believe that building positive relationships is fundamental to peace building.
The Centre is committed to addressing anti inclusion practices such as segregation and stereotyping
by culture and religion that pertain in communities.
We believe that it is more difficult to hate someone
if you know them and that fears are often founded
on ignorance.
Over the years Ballybeen Women’s Centre has
sought to address the legacy of the conflict with
women and young people in the community and has
successfully developed programmes that have enabled them to explore their identity and the culture
and traditions of others. The Centre has forged links
with women and youth groups from across the political and cultural divide both within Northern Ireland
and the Republic. These programmes have for the
enabled women and young people from Ballybeen to
address the historical legacy of the conflict and facilitated them to take risks and confront their attitudes
and feelings towards their own and others culture.
Our experience in the field culture and diversity has
taught us that the past is never far from people’s
minds and we believe that to deny the opportunity
to express feelings and opinions will only ever inhibit
the healing process and hinder people from moving to a new level of understanding of both their
own and others loss and hurt. That is why we were
delighted to take part in Creative Connections project and enable women from Ballybeen the opportunity to become involved in this innovative project.
As an organisation we engage in cross community
work and while we understand it will take a long
time to get over the issues, which have affected our
past it’s by talking that we can move into the future.
Women can show the way through interacting and
engaging with other communities as we have found
it’s through talking with each other you discover
the more commonalities we have which each other
rather than differences. This common ground can be
20
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a basis to move forward and with greater education,
communication and understanding we can move into
a better future.

Down GAA - Manifesto
The group consists of a wide range of ages from
teenager to much older adult comprising of both
male and females, Irish speakers and non-Irish speakers. Our main aim to support the promotion of Gaelic
Culture, including the Irish language, in the GAA in
Co. Down.
Key concerns affecting group arising from legacy
of conflict, acknowledging experiences of diverse
groups
• Feeling that some may perceive our culture in a
negative way and not attempt to embrace it for
what it is.
• Some feel that they have to ‘hide’ their ‘GAA tops’
in some areas of the North, but there is definitely
a change in this among our younger members,
who feel confident to wear their GAA gear almost
anywhere.
What type of shared future does your group want?
• A future of mutual respect and understanding. As a
group we have no religious affiliation and are open
to people of all creeds or none.
• A future where others respect the Irish language
and our right to speak and promote it without fear
from intimidation.
Solutions proposed
• Support of an Irish Language Act equal to that in
Wales or Scotland.
• Acceptance of Gaelic culture in ‘state schools’.
• That those who represent our culture do not feel
apologetic in front of other cultures but willing
to share our culture with others and accept the
right’s of others to their culture.
Impact of hearing woman’s stories of WWII
• An understanding that so many people have suffered in the past.
• An understanding and acceptance that there is a
real need for tolerance and promotion of all cultures in a pluralist society.
• That there is a shared understanding that no one
culture is more important than another.

Resurgam Trust Incorporating
Old Warren Community
Association – Manifesto
The Resurgam Trust oversees the development of
Old Warren community Association and Lisnagarvey
Men’s Shed which was created to enable men from
the Old Warren and surrounding areas who had been
politically, socially and economically marginalised to
come together in an environment to share stories,
learn new skills and no longer feel alone. The group
is a new venture but we approach it with confidence
and determination for the future.
Our hopes for the future include playing our part
in creating a society whereby everyone has the
opportunity to maximise their potential. We wish
to develop intergenerational projects to see more
young people learn about and become involved in
our group so we can all play a role in helping build
a positive future not just for the city of Lisburn but
for Northern Ireland as a whole. While we are a
men’s group we also have an important part to play
in ensuring the rights and opportunities of women
are at the forefront of Northern Ireland’s future,
given their experiences from the past. The experiences of women illustrated by the plays performed
by Smashing Times shows how conflict can affect
everyone and how important it is that we as a society
move forward into a peaceful future.

The Regimental Association of
Ulster Defence Regiment C.G.C.
Portadown Branch - Manifesto
The regimental association has two has primary
objectives at its heart, these are ‘Remembrance
and Benevolence’ these are expressed in the form
of:

1. R
 emembrance of those members of our former
regiment, and their families, who have laid down
their lives. We participate in remembrance events,
church services, wreath laying, memorial erection
and maintenance. Support is also given to families,
helping with respite, mental trauma, grave visits
and care. We also work to maintain the history
and traditions of our regiment.
2. Benevolence towards all former members of the
regiment, even in they are not members of the
association, if they have fallen on hard times, we
will provide support, both financial and emotional.
We also provide confidential help in dealing with
all life might present to our comrades, helping
with emotional support at times of illness and loss.
As the years progress, we provide an increasing
amount of help with age related issues such as
mobility, hearing, vision and hospital visits.
As well as these primary objectives, the regimental
association provides opportunities for members to
meet and keep in touch, through organised social
events and other activities. It is important to that we
maintain contact with former members of the regiment, their families and dependants. Our members
have a shared history, this is something that those
outside of the regimental family do not fully understand, maintaining close contact with former comrades with whom you can openly speak about your
experiences is vital.
In these challenging times, we bring to the attention
of the relevant authorities any cases, which come to
the notice of the Association, of former members of
H.M. Forces requiring assistance. Charity fund raising
forms a large part of the associations remit, we support The Ulster Defence Regiment Benevolent Fund
and other military charities as well as many civilian
charities.
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Creative Connections
Contribution to UN
Resolution 1325
The Creative Connections project was important on
a number of levels, from encouraging reconciliation
and cross community interaction on a group level, to
improving communication skills and self-confidence on
an individual level. However, one important aspect has
been to explore and highlight both the impact of conflict
on women and their role in building a peaceful future.

U

N resolution 1325 which was passed on 31 October
2000 was a landmark document designed by the
UN to protect women in the context of armed conflict
and to involve them, and a gender perspective, in
peace-building processes (United Nations Secretary
General, 2010).

Since its creation and inception the UN Security Council
has place considerable importance on the inclusion of
gender based experiences and perspectives as a fundamental part of building a sustainable peace in countries
and regions beset by armed conflicts (Security Council
Report, 2013). Through promoting gender equality in
peaceful post-conflict society’s UN resolution 1325 can
play an important role in highlighting the experiences
of women and girls during and after conflict.
Yet in an Irish and in particular Northern Ireland context
the Implementation of UNSCR 1325 still has some way
to go. The Irish government have published Ireland’s
third national action plan for the implementation of
UNSCR 1325 and related resolutions covering 2019 to
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2024. The plan is an innovative and positive approach
and acknowledges that.
Women won their place at peace talks in Northern
Ireland through their own determined efforts. The cross
community and cross–generational work of women
peacebuilders on the island of Ireland continues today.
It is disappointing that Northern Ireland remains the
exception rather than the rule when it comes to the
level of women’s participation in the Peace Processes.
This third Irish national action plan renews the Irish
government’s commitment to the implementation of
the Women, Peace and Security agenda of the UN
Security Council and recognises the distinct impact
of conflict on women and girls and the importance
of women’s participation in conflict and post-conflict
situations. The plan committs the Irish government to
putting gender at the heart of it’s foreign policy and to
promoting gender justice into the future.
With respect to Northern Ireland there are limitations due to the fact that UNSCR 1325 has no official
standing in Northern Ireland. This is because the UK
Government’s official position on the conflict is that it
‘did not constitute an armed conflict as defined under
international law. As such the UK government has
deemed Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women,
Peace and Security not applicable to Northern Ireland.
So while there is potential for UN Resolution 1325 to
place women centre stage in peace building this potential has yet to be realised in an Northern Irish context.

The challenges brought about by this have meant that
projects such as Creative Connections have a vital role
to play. This project has been an important part in
bridging gaps which exist with respect to women’s role
in peace building in an Irish and international context
by fostering discussion amongst groups and individuals who have a role to play in the future development of
sustainable peace in Northern Ireland. As demonstrated through the monologues as well as the responses
of participants, this project has brought into focus the
important role women can and should play on a community and national level with respect to peace building and it is hoped that one of the key legacies of this
project will be to further encourage the development
of women’s roles in peace building and to encourage
women themselves to play a role in the future of peace
in Ireland.
The historian Dr. Mary Ward wrote that in Northern
Ireland 'women remain excluded as peace building
continues to be perceived as male territory'. (Open
Democracy, Women's Resource and Development
Agency; CFI and National Women's Council of Ireland).

Yet despite a commitment in The Good Friday/Belfast
Agreement to increasing women’s representation in
public and political life, women remain under-represented in all spheres with figures showing, for example,
that women represent 37% of Lord Mayors, 26% of
Local Councillors, 33% of MLAs and just 22% of MP’s
while women represent 33% of Permanent Secretaries;
38% of Senior Civil Servants and 50% of the total NICS
workforce. Furthermore in the education sector where
women make up 77% of all teachers they only represent 27% of University Chancellors or Pro/Deputy Vice
Chancellors and 29% of FE College Principals.
The report goes on to highlight that EU membership has
helped in the development of legislation on equality,
particularly in areas of economic activity and employment law. With protective measures introduced to
secure equal pay for equal work and protection against
discrimination on account of pregnancy, WRDA warns
of the risks posed to the protection of other rights
such as the removal of the EU Charter of Fundamental
Rights from all applications in UK law and judiciary
systems, overturning in UK courts of existing EU case

"This project has been an important part in bridging
gaps which exist with respect to women’s role in
peace building in an Irish and international context"
There is still serious underrepresentation of women
in assembly, executive and in local council decisionmaking processes in Northern Ireland. Patriarchal gender based violence needs to be addressed as part of
building lasting and sustainable peace. Work is needed
to support men and young male adults to embrace
positive gender identities that are alternatives to militarized ones. It is well documented that in post-conflict
societies where this has not happened, research reveals
an increase in violence. In Northern Ireland, police statistics show a dramatic increase in domestic violence
since the first ceasefires in 1994 and the subsequent
Peace Process. Gender equality and gender mainstreaming need to be promoted as gendered-based
violence persists and female participation is distinctly
lacking an equal role in community and peace building processes. Work is needed to ensure women play
an equal role in peace building and reconciliation in
Northern Ireland as the inclusion of women in peace
processes has been shown to increase the longevity
and success of peace. The UN's Women, Peace and
Security agenda in place since 2000 illustrates the
growing importance of women's inclusion in postconflict peace building.
The Women’s Resource and Development Agency
(WRDA) recently examined the issue of gender equality in Northern Ireland. In their 2020 report written
by Rachel Powell, the WRDA highlights the necessity
in ensuring that gender equality is located at the core
of decision-making processes in the public and private
sectors and across government departments.

law through the Court of Justice of the European Union
and the removal of both the Human Rights Act and the
EU Charter which will make it much more difficult for
people to access their rights through the courts. With
issues such as domestic violence and dependency on
social security, amongst others, of major concern for
women the report highlights the need for rights to
be enshrined within the democratic process. While
the recent deal to restore the NI Assembly includes
a number of areas that relate to women’s rights such
as commitments to deliver equality-based strategies
on childcare; anti-poverty; gender; disability; sexual
orientation the deal does not mention women’s right
specifically. As such the WRDA outlines a number of
key areas for consideration including:
• T
 ackling gender pay gaps and discrimination
• Scrapping the Universal Credit Two-Child Limit
• 
Addressing the historic underinvestment in rural
women
• 
Rectifying the under-representation of women in
politics, public life and decision-making
• Tackling the rise of misogyny as a hate crime, particularly towards trans women, BME women and
women with disabilities
• Standardising RSE and tackling rape culture
• 
Fully supporting and financing perinatal mental
health services and much more.
The remaining prevalence of gender inequality coupled with gaps in legislation means that steps remain
in challenging inequality on the lives of women in
Northern Ireland.
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Interviews
In addition to the workshops and symposium held as
part of Creative Connections, a series of interviews were
conducted with representatives of different groups and
communities in Northern Ireland.

T

he interviewees include representatives from an
organisation which works in the Loyalist community and with Loyalist ex-prisoners, two former members of the Ulster Defence Regiment and a group
interview with women, a member of the Nationalist
community with experience in the performing arts
sector, and a member from the ethnic minority who
now lives and works in Northern Ireland.

• W
 hat is the role of gender equality in peace
building?

The questions which interviewees were asked were
as follows.

What are your key concerns relating to the legacy
of conflict?
One of the key themes arising from this first question
was the issue of how the history of the conflict will
be shaped and retold. The ‘politics of chosen trauma’ a concept developed by Maruska Svasek (2005)
highlights the dangers of conflict narratives being
shaped to suit particular objectives. This does not
necessarily relate only to ‘the other side’ shaping a
narrative, which suits their objectives but also relates
to those within particular groups and communities
appropriating experiences and narratives to suit
intra-communal agendas and motives. As Northern
Ireland moves from a period of physical conflict into
peace the ‘moral’ war seeking to justify acts which
took place remains a key concern of many and will
remain one of the most intractable issues of the legacy conflict. As one former UDR soldier described

• W
 hat are your key concerns relating to the
legacy of conflict?
• W
 hat specific issues arising from the conflict
affect you both as a group and as an individual?
• H
 ow can the legacy of conflict be addressed?
• W
 hat kind of a shared future do you wish to see?
• Is a shared future achievable?
• W
 hat more needs to be done to ensure the
rights of people are protected in society?
• Is there enough tolerance and respect for
different communities and cultures and what
more needs to be done to ensure this happens in
the future?
• D
 o you feel your culture and rights are respected
in a post-conflict society and if not how could
this be addressed?
• A
 fter taking part in the workshops how does this
make you reflect on the role and impact conflict
had on society and particular groups such as
women?
24
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• H
 ow important is the role of arts to promote
long-term peace and respect in society?

Overview of Interview Responses

I worry that the history of what the members of
the Local Security forces went through will be lost.
The Ulster Defence Regiment and the Royal Ulster
Constabulary seem to be airbrushed out bit by bit.
There are times that they are also portrayed as the
villains of the troubles.
A representative from the loyalist community commented that such has been the expense exploring
historical and legacy cases from the Troubles that
this money would be better spent in educating our
future generations to avoid the mistakes of the past.

One woman interviewee from a community group
highlighted both the knock-on effects of conflict and
the potential for some groups to be left behind in a
post-conflict society.
There’s so many suicides as a result of the Troubles
which has affected the next generation, we have seen
the rise in depression, alcohol abuse, some groups
are being looked after but that middle group, those
in their 50’s and so on who lived during the Troubles
are just expected to get on with it.
Such views were replicated by a member from the
Nationalist community who commented as follows:
That there is too much trauma and memories
ingrained in generations and bitterness prevails.
Also that some innocent victims and families may
never get justice and that. people and atrocities
might be forgot about
An ethnic minority community member commented:
I think the key concerns are that even though the
Good Friday Agreement brought peace to the country, many people’s quality of life have completely
changed after suffering the consequences of the
troubles. As a result, there is a society with severe
alcohol and drugs problems, physical and mental
health issues, and if I’m not wrong, the region has
the highest suicide rate in the UK. In addition to this,
there are still people in both sides of the community
involved in paramilitary activities (eg. Journalist shot

dead in Derry, petrol bombs often thrown at police
or houses) and there are communities separated by
the Peace Wall in Belfast with gates locked at night
or murals with messages of revenge. It seems there
is still plenty to do.
What specific issues arising from the conflict affect
you both as a group and as an individual?
Specific issues for some could be difficult to pin
point with some highlighting that they are aware
of paramilitary issues but due to their age group
for example they don’t experience first-hand such
issues. Yet for some such as those representing loyalist ex-prisoners there was a feeling of being unable
to move forward. As commented by one interviewee
‘this whole area is labelled, it is seen as an outcast
and we can’t move on’. The problems surrounding
the ability of some areas to escape the shackles
of conflict compared to others that are politically,
socially and economically marginalized remains one
of the key issues to address with respect to the
legacy of the conflict. Moving on from a community
to an individual level there was also the recognition
of the impact of mental health arising from the conflict, this was an issue most strongly put forward by
former members of the UDR
In terms of individual issues arising from the PTSD
seems to be the problem that is hardest to deal with
as it seems that most people suffering from it just
accept it and carry on in ignorance. Physical problems are easier identified and dealt with.
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One respondent from the Nationalist community
highlighted the problems around identity and symbolic markers of identity when involved in both local
and international contexts.
As a group representing Ireland at a world championship event we were greatly affected by the flag! I
would love flags to be scrapped and a new one created to represent all. As an individual I feel like I have
to keep my newfound sport a secret. I know that
Gaelic football is still frowned upon by people and as
a cross community worker I can’t ever share any of
my achievements for fear of offending someone. I’m
not sure why or how a sport can cause offence, but
from working with Protestant teens, I know it does.
My football coach wears rugby tracksuits to training
sometimes so I can’t see why everyone can’t just support sport, regardless of what country it originates
from.
A member from the ethnic minority community commented on the steps that still need to be taken for
sustained peace:
As a foreigner who is not linked to any side of the
community, I don’t think there are many issues that
affect me in my daily life. However, after what I mentioned in the previous question, I couldn’t say I feel
as safe as I could feel if all these issues had been
properly addressed in the past.
How can the legacy of conflict be addressed?
In terms of dealing with the legacy of the conflict there was a broad consensus of the need to
move forward, as one former UDR soldier described
‘Discussions by those affected, cross community
interaction and family involvement should all be part
of the healing process’. However as one female participant highlighted, repeated discussions surrounding the conflict with no prospect of moving forward
achieves nothing either
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We’ve been talking about this conflict for years,
it’s time we moved on and forgot about it, people
are making money out of conflict but you’ll find
it’s the same thing we talked about 20 years ago.
Unfortunately there’s a minority which keeps it (trouble) going.
A member of the nationalist community commented
on the lack of open mindedness of people which acts
as a barrier to addressing the conflict
Everyone needs to be much more open-minded.
There are two sides to EVERY story. Listening and
actually taking it in is a problem lots of people have.
It’s only one perspective for some people unfortunately. I’d go as far as saying most people.
Yet a representative from the loyalist community was
keen to highlight that important work is being done
to address the legacy of the conflict, ‘what we’re
doing here in terms of good relations and cross community work, relationships are being built and you
are seeing a positive shift in the area’.
What kind of a shared future do you wish to see?
A former soldier in the UDR further emphasized
the need for greater interaction from an early age
‘It would be nice to see that both communities
attend the same educational establishments from
the first day of their schooling. They should be able
to discuss the ‘Troubles’ openly without having to
worry about offence being taken by what they say’.
A nationalist representative agreed stating that
‘integrated education, this includes groups outside
of school age. Penetration into the heart of large
estates and groups who have only ever been taught
one point of view. Old habits die hard’
A member of the women’s group interviewed stated
that ‘the politicians need to be careful with the language they use and how they put their message

across because people do listen and act upon what
they hear’.
A member of the ethnic minority community(s)
highlighted the range of issues which need to be
addressed in order to obtain a true shared future
beyond geo-political issues:
A future where your nationality, religion, skin colour etc is respected and is never an issue, to have a
peaceful and fulfilled life. A future where the needs
of the people who have been affected by the legacy
of the troubles are being considered and addressed.
And, as a P.E. teacher, a future where schools are not
single-sex or separate faith schools.
Is a shared future achievable?
There was an overall lack of confidence amongst
participants that a shared future was achievable in
the near future however the majority want this as a
goal. Interviewees were keen that increased communication, interaction and sharing was vital, as one
loyalist representative commented ‘it’s important to
create shared spaces but this is going to take time’. A
former UDR soldier also agreed that a shared future
is possible but commented:
Yes, but probably not for another generation. There
are too many people with too much baggage for
this generation to achieve anything close to a shared
future. Hopefully the next generation will break the
mould of sectarianism and bigotry.
A representative from the women’s group commented ‘we’ve been doing cross community work for
years and know people from the other side of town,
across the border but I think we’re the converted
for peace, we’ve moved on to peace’. In addition
female participants were keen to stress the importance of education and upbringing in the home as an
important aspect in building a shared future. As one
woman commented ‘a lot of it starts by the example
you set, the example you set to your family, friends,
how they respond and the example they set and so
on and that’s how you do your bit. Sometimes there
is a barrier there, even with the groups we interact
with, it does take time. However we have so much
in common with each other, a lot of people who

did stuff during the troubles were ordered to do it.
Another woman commented that even though the
area had difficulties there were other areas that had
it really bad, we had it pretty easy in comparison to
other areas.
What more needs to be done to ensure the rights of
people are protected in society?
A former UDR soldier commented that ‘sometimes
I think that we are too mollycoddled and protected.
We need to take responsibility for ourselves. People
seem to be so easily offended nowadays’. This
view was somewhat reflected in the comments by
a representative from the loyalist community who
felt that people must not be afraid to express their
identity. While set within a context of mutual respect
this should not mean the dilution of people’s backgrounds. A member of the nationalist community
commented one the need to ‘respect everybody’s
culture. There is more than one point of view. Listen
to each other, don’t talk over each other’.
Is there enough tolerance and respect for different
communities and cultures and what more needs to
be done to ensure this happens in the future?
When asked about their own culture loyalist interviewees commented that there is a lack of willingness within ‘our own culture to move on, we are our
own worst enemies’. One loyalist commented that
‘everyone has a past but it’s what you do in the future
which counts’ with another commenting on the need
for society to reach across the divide to respect each
other’s cultures.
A former UDR soldier felt there was not enough tolerance and respect with this generation still hurting
and carrying their scars openly. He went on to comment that, ‘time without hatred and murder may go
some way but I believe it will be a couple of generation before tolerance and respect kick in as a norm’.
Women participants were keen to highlight problems
around segregated education, as one commented
There should never have been segregated schools,
that separates us right away and causes problems
further down the line, changes in this would bring
about bigger and positive changes across society, I
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mean the first thing anyone ever asked you was what
school you went to in order to find out what religion
you were.
Ethnic minorities can also feel alienated from the
broader social spectrum in Northern Ireland as commented by one individual ‘I don’t believe there is
enough tolerance nor respect for different communities and cultures, and once again I believe this
is something that needs to be addressed from the
government.’
Do you feel your culture and rights are respected in
a post-conflict society and if not how could this be
addressed?
Former loyalists stated that they felt that their culture has been severely tarnished in post conflict
Northern Ireland being linked with drugs and so forth.
Blaming the press etc for promoting such views these
interviewees felt that as a result Loyalists have been
left out of the broader discussion surrounding post
conflict Northern Ireland. A former UDR soldier commented that ‘having served in the Armed Forces I
feel that both communities have little or no respect
for us. They both feel that they have been betrayed.
“The Armed forces colluded with Loyalists.’ ‘The
Army failed to protect us from the PIRA.’ Time and
education will take time to get people to see the Big
Picture’.
Representatives from the women’s group stated that
there was still some way to go in terms of a peaceful
post-conflict society but were keen to stress, as one
woman stated, ‘despite the problems which still exist
we can go wherever we want now, we’re not afraid of
bombs anymore’. Another woman commented that
travel in the city has changed so much where places
which were out of bounds are no longer so. Another
woman described an event held by the group during
which a woman from another community who was
involved in a project with the group came along and
showed how things are changing, ‘these are small
but important steps’. A member of the nationalist
community commented that there is a long way to
go if the rights of all are to be respected highlighting
the difficulties of acceptance of the Irish language
as a case in point using the comment ‘When you are
accustomed to privilege, equality feels like oppression’
After taking part in the workshops how does this
make you reflect on the role and impact conflict had
on society and particular groups such as women?

be suffering as part of the conflict. They were considered not to be involved in the horror and turmoil,
even though they joined the Armed services and also
carried out terrorist attacks.
A representative from the women’s group also highlighted the impact conflict had on women, women
were worrying about their families, had they food,
were they safe, you were always concerned about
your family while the conflict was taking place.
A female representative from the nationalist community who was involved in the project commented on
the persistent overlooking of women and the conflict
It’s clear to see that women have been overlooked in
their role during the conflict. There are lots of stories,
both in the midst of conflict and in the home, holding
things together, that were brought out in the group
sessions. I’m sure there are lots more within every
community.
What is the role of gender equality in peace
building?
Women participants were keen to stress the positive
changes which have occurred in Northern Ireland and
the increasing moves towards gender equality. As one
woman commented
We’re getting there but I have to say there are differences between the genders in terms of physical
strength and so on but in terms of our roles and views
in society we are getting there, what I would like to
know what is the perspective of women from other
parts of the UK, do women there feel an important
part of their communities and how are those areas
represented because were often shown to be different, downtrodden but this is a great place to live.
A further member commented ‘women should play
an important role in the future of peace building in
Northern Ireland, but even for those women who get
into power they have to be stronger almost than the
men in power because they are so often stabbed in
the back by men’. This was a view supported by loyalist interviewees who commented that women have
been involved along the whole journey to peace and
have a vital role to play both within communities and
in peace building as a whole. A female member of the
nationalist community also stated that ‘respect for
women as equals is the first step to respecting every
single one of us and the other side of the community’.  

One former UDR soldier commented that

A member from an ethnic minority community felt
that gender equality was vital in peace building:

the impact from the Conflict was to polarise the two
main communities. Barriers went up, physically and
emotionally and they have never been taken down
in vast areas of the country. There is no trust in your
neighbour unless you are both in the same organisation (s). Women seemed to be sidelined within the
conflict. They were expected to stay at home and rear
the family. They were not seen as someone who might

Peace building is a process that includes everyone
in society, and everyone will benefit from it, not only
men. This is why the role of gender equality, or the
integration of women in peace building is key to succeed in the process. Without them, half of society
would be left out during the process, which in my
opinion would be a mistake as it wouldn’t represent
the whole society.
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How important is the role of arts to promote longterm peace and respect in society?
Participants from the women’s group interview were
keen to highlight the role the arts can play in broadening horizons, as one woman commented:

minds, which could have as a result a better understanding on other cultures and promote respect.

If you go with an open mind it helps to appreciate the
importance of the arts, it can show how narrow minded people can be and by watching, taking part and
appreciating performances, it broadens your mind. If
you’re prepared to listen and take on board what the
other side are about that’s important.

The arts may help to heal some wounds but they
must be factual in what is portrayed. Idealism and
aspiration may have a place in society, but should
not be part of the healing process. Both of these can
be deadlier than a bomb if used as part of a process
designed for reconciliation. Respect must be earned.
There are times when fear and respect are mistaken
by those looking for one or the other.

A female member from the nationalist community
who has worked in the arts and peace building sector
highlighted the important role that arts has to play
The arts is a much more interactive way of telling a
story and of getting a message across. Learning from
a book or even a TV programme or discussion is not as
engaging. The arts are interactive, inclusive and have
proven to engage individuals and groups alike.
An ethnic minority community member agreed with
the way the arts can reach out an inform others in
ways other methods might not achieve
I think through arts everyone can learn about new
cultures, different ways of thinking, other beliefs, history, etc. Everyone is somehow exposed to arts, so it’s
a great way to reach different people and open their

One former UDR soldier was also positive about the
role arts can play but cautioned that:

Finally loyalist interviewees commented that performance art can provide a forum for the expression of
views and encourage youth participation and intergenerational co-operation. They also stated that ‘It’s
important to recall and learn from the past but these
representations must be factual if they are to have a
lasting beneficial change’.
The overall sense from the groups was:
the performing arts can play a huge role by allowing
us to also look back to the past in an informed way.
It can have multiple positive impacts not only helping
those who have suffered conflict to move forward but
also in helping next generations see the dangers and
futility of conflict.
CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
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Summary
This report has highlighted the complex areas facing
individuals and communities in Northern Ireland as they
move from a period of intense inter-ethnic conflict to
one of peace and hopeful prosperity. The challenges
brought from three decades of violence, fear and
intimidation remain large for many and such challenges
will not disappear overnight. But it is a reflection of the
willingness and goodwill of all participants that this
project proved to be such a success.

P

articipant groups were encouraged not only to
reflect on their own experiences but to understand the views of others so that further crosscultural and cross-community appreciation could
be nurtured and developed. At times debates were
impassioned and views expressed in a forthright
manner, but it is important such platforms are provided so views, opinions and perspectives can be
aired with the aim of reaching consensus and a way
forward.
There are however a number of caveats to be aware
of not just with respect to this project but in all
peace building and reconciliation projects. While
on a superficial level the participatory intentions
of groups may seem based around advancing the
greater good, and no doubt these are important
issues for many, but this must be contextualised with
an appreciation of the strategic motives groups will
have when participating in such projects in the first
place.
Be it to enhance the reputation of the groups in
question, make them more appealing to funders etc
or for other strategic benefit these issues cannot be
ignored when trying to grapple with the complexity
of obtaining true reconciliation. Mutual suspicion and
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strategic interests remain major barriers to sustained
peace. It is only by recognising these issues that they
can ultimately be addressed.
The role of the arts in facilitating and encouraging
debate and discussion were shown in this project
with workshops involving artistic performances of
WWII female experiences coupled with the final
symposium providing the platform for engaging and
sustained discussion. In areas of conflicting opinions
and post-Troubles debate, performance art can provide both a relaxed yet thought provoking forum for
discussion in safe spaces, as demonstrated here.
However, challenges do remain, attitudes will not
suddenly disappear and it is therefore the project’s
engagement with young people which will perhaps leave its most important legacy. The project’s
emphasis on encouraging discussion with young
people across Ireland both North and South will, it is
hoped, demonstrate to young people the benefits of
a post-conflict society but also a realisation of how
easy it can be to slip into the dangerous ways of the
past, a past which it is hoped will never be returned
to.
Dr Stephen Herron
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